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In this paper we consider a complete equicharacteristic one-dimensional local domain $, with 
arbitrary residual field k, showing that if k is not algebraically closed, then the Zariski saturation 
dZ and the saturation 6 introduced by Campillo [Proc. Sympos. Pure Math. 40, AMS (1983)] 
do not coincide. Moreover, if the characteristic of k is 0, then the ring structure of 6 determines 
in a natural way the equisingularity class of the generic plane projection of the curve Spec(Oek k), 
whereas this information is not contained in the ring AZ. 
Introduction 
Let Q be a complete equicharacteristic one-dimensional reduced local ring with 
algebraically closed residual field of characteristic zero. The Zariski saturation 5’ 
of B (see [6]) or, equivalently, the lipschitzien saturation aL introduced by Pham 
and Teissier in [5], have a ring structure which determines and is determined by the 
equisingularity class of a generic plane projection of Spec Q. In [2] Campillo in- 
troduces a new definition of saturation, 8, which agrees with the Zariski and the 
Pham-Teissier ones but with the additional property that it works for the character- 
istic p>O case. More precisely, if Emb(B) =2, then the semigroup of values of 18 
is an equivalent data to the equisingularity class without restriction on the charac- 
teristic. 
In this paper we consider the case in which the residual field K of @ is not 
algebraically closed. For the sake of simplicity we will assume that @ is a domain. 
We will also assume that the residual field of the maximal ideal of the integral 
closure 8 is a separable (finite) extension of K. In this case one has @’ = GL but 
as we show in Section 3, 6 does not agree, in general, with the other ones. We show 
in Section 3 that in the characteristic zero case it follows from the structure theorem 
by Zariski [7, p. 5941 that the ring structure of dZ does not determine the equi- 
singularity class of a generic plane projection of Spec(B 0, E), the tensor product 
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being taken with respect to any coefficient field k for 6. The main result in our 
paper is that @ does determine the equisingularity class of a generic plane projection 
of Spec(@ 0, E). 
Section 1 is devoted to show that under the above separability assumptions one 
has that if Emb(6) = 2, then the equisingularity class of Spec(B &)k E) can be read 
in a very natural way from the semigroup and some residual invariants of @. In Sec- 
tion 2 it is proved that if char K= 0, then any saturated ring (in particular C? and 
@‘) has a monomial structure in the sense that it is determined by its semigroup 
and certain sets of elements in suitable field extensions of K. This result allows us 
to compute explicitly 6 and compare it with Zariski’s saturation, showing that d 
is also the saturation of a generic plane projection of Spec 8, so its semigroup and 
residual data can be related to equisingularity according to Section 2. 
The results in this paper are included in the dissertation by the author [4]. 
1. Saturation and equisingularity 
Let A be a ring. Throughout this paper we will denote by R(A) the set of regular 
elements in A, by Q(A) the total quotient ring of A and by A the integral closure 
of A in Q(A). If A is a local ring, then m(A) will denote its maximal ideal and K(A) 
its residual field, K(A) = A/m(A). 
Definition 1.1. A ring A will be said to be saturated with respect to an element 
w E R(A) (or simply saturated if w = 1) if the following property holds for it: if z EA, 
zt, . . . . &E&4), I,l,, . . . . I,E~ are such that zz;’ EA (lsilr) and w’$ . ..z.!‘eA, 
then ,w’zF . . . Z~‘E A. 
If A is a ring and w ER(A), A, (or simply 2 if w = 1) will denote the minimum 
subring of A containing A and saturated with respect to w. 
Definition 1.2. Let S be an additive subsemigroup of Z, = (n E 77) n L O}. S will be 
said to be saturated with respect to an element rn E S (or simply saturated if m = 0) 
if the following property holds for it: if y, yi, . . . , yr E S, I, I,, . . . ,I, E Z are such that 
yry; (lrisr) and Im+I,y,+ . ..+I.y,?O, then y+Im+I,y,+.~.+l,y,ES. 
Let 6’ be a noetherian equicharacteristic complete local domain of Krull dimen- 
sion 1. Then 8 is a finite Q-module, so the extension K(d)cK(a) is finite. If 8’ 
is any subring of 8 containing 8, then 6’ is also a noetherian equicharacteristic 
complete local domain of dimension 1. Moreover, 8 is a discrete valuation ring and 
if k’ is a coefficient field for 8, o : 8 - {O> + z+ is the normalized valuation asso- 
ciated to a and t E 8 is such that u(t) = 1, then 8 = k’[[t]] and u is the order function 
with respect to t. For a ring 6’ with BC 6’C d, its semigroup of values is defined 
to be the subsemigroup of z+ given by S(@‘) = {u(z) 1 z E Q’- {0}}, this semigroup 
having the property that z+ -S(O’) is a finite set. In fact, there exists c~S(6”) 
such that tC~=tc~‘==zE~vzZBc~‘), so Z+-S(@‘)C{~EZ+) y<c}. 
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If 6 is saturated, then it satisfies the Arf property: let zr,z2 E 6, z~R(6) such 
that z~z-~,z~z~~ E 8‘; then z1z2z~’ E 6. This is immediate from the saturation pro- 
perty because one has either zrz;’ E 6 or z2zy’ ~6. Let YES(O) and z~6 with 
u(z) = y. Arf property implies that the set 6(y) = (w E 8 ) wz E @} is a subring of 8 
containing 6 which only depends on y. Moreover, if y I y’, then 6(y) C @( y’) and 
if c is such that t’8C a‘, then 6(c) = 8. 
We will assume that the extension K(d) C K(8) is separable. Let k be a coefficient 
field for 6. If 6’ is such that t?FC B’C 8, then the separability hypothesis and the 
fact that 6’ is henselian imply that there exists a unique coefficient field k(B’) for 
6’ containing k. In particular, let us denote by k’ the corresponding coefficient field 
for @ with kC k’ and by k(y) the coefficient field for 6( )J) with kc k( y). It is clear 
that k(y)ck(y’) if yly’and k(y)=k’if yrc, c being such that t”$C@‘. Let k be 
an algebraic closure of k, and G*= Gal(k/k). 
A weighted tree with a G*-action can be constructed associated to the data 
{S(6), {k(y)) YEsCOr} in the follo wing way: the set of vertices is I/*= u YCs I$ 
where VY = Hom,(k( y), R); the ordering is (f, y) 5 (g, y’) if and only if y 5 y’ and 
gjkcyj=f. The weight of a vertex P is the r,-tuple (y, . . . , y) if PE Vy and P belongs 
to exactly rP branches (maximal totally ordered subsets) of I/*. Finally, G* acts on 
I/* in the natural way. Note that V* has exactly r= [k’: k] branches and rp= 
[k’ : k( y)] if PE 5. Also note that the action of G* is by automorphisms of the 
weighted tree structure. 
Remark. One could only handle finite objects in the above construction. In fact, if 
k”c I? is the minimum Galois extension of k containing k’ and G = Gal(k”/k), then 
the finite group G also acts on V *. Now consider the finite weighted subtree of V* 
given by I/= Uysc Vy with the induced actions of G* and G. It is clear that the 
trees V* with its G*-action, I/* with its G-action, V with its G*-action and V with 
its G-action can be constructed each one from the others. All these trees are asso- 
ciated to the saturated ring C? of 6. 
Now assume Emb(6) = 2 and let {x, y} be a system of generators of the maximal 
ideal m(6). Then one has 6= k[[x,y]]. Set n=o(x), m = U(Y), r=g.c.d.(m,n), 
n’=nr-’ andm’=mr-‘. Sinceg.c.d.(m’,n’)=l,takea,r~Zsuchthatrm’-an’=l, 
set x)=Yrx-u, ,++,?7’ and let a~ k’ be the element such that y’+m(@) = 
a+m(a). One has u(x’)=r>O and u(y’)=O, so a#O, and 
(*) x = (x’)“‘(v’))‘, y = (X’)““(Y’))“. 
Proposition 1.3. &(nz) = (k(a)[[x’, y’- a]]);.,. 
Proof. Let k, be the unique coefficient field for ~?~(nz) containing k. Since y’y= 
y(y”‘xPn’) E c&, one has y’~ &x(m) and a E k,, . Moreover, x’y=_~(y~x~~) E gX, so 
x’, _Y’E ax(m) and k(a)C k,C c&(m). Then, k(a)[[x’, y’- a]] C &x(m). As ax(m) is 
saturated with respect to x’, one has (k(a)[[x’, y’- a]]);zC &x(m). To see the con- 
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verse, set R = (k(a)[[x', y'- a]]);, and A = k[[x]] +yR. As R is saturated with respect 
to x’, taking into account the expressions (9) above, it is not hard to prove that if 
l,l’~z are such that X~“E @=R, then x'y"eR. In particular, one has k[[x]] CR 
(so A is a ring containing 67) and if z E A = R is such that zy EA, then z E R. Thus, 
if we prove that A is saturated with respect to x, then one would have &CA and 
hence &.x(m) c A(m) = R, as required. Observe that if 6 E 2C+ is such that u(yx-‘) > 0 
(in particular yx -‘E R) and w E R, then 1 +yxPs+v is a unit in R and (1 +yx?,)-i = 
1 +Yx-“(-w+~x~~w~+ (yx-“)‘w3 + ..v)= 1 +yx-“w’ with w'ER. Let us show that 
A is saturated with respect to x’. Take z~A, zi, . . . , zr, wl, . . . , w, E R(A) and /e 27 
such that zz,F’~a (lsisr), zwj’~~?‘(l<j<s), and w=z,...z,(w, . . . w,))‘x’G@. 
We must see that zw EA. We shall distinguish two cases: 
(a) If u(z) < m, then z=xyu(l +yx-)‘z’), z~=x~%~(~ +Yx-~‘z~!) and wJ:’ = 
x?/uj’(l +Yx?Jw~‘) where U, ui, U; are units in k[[x]], z’,zi, wj’~ R and yxPy, yxmy’, 
YX -*I E R. One has 
zw=xY’(l _tyxPYz’) fi (1 +yx-y’)z; 
( >C 
fi (1 +yxPJ’)w; U’ 
i= 1 j=l > 
where U’ is a unit in k[[x]] and 
r s 
Y”Y+ C Yip 1 dj+llY. 
i=l J=l 
Expanding zw as a finite sum, one has that x~‘u’EA is one of the summands and 
the others are of type x~'u'~~~,(~x-~~x~) where Z#0, (Y~EZ,, oily’, and XiCR* 
So, if je I, then one has 
b = n (yx-“lx;) E R 
iel 
i#j 
and 
X"U' n (y~-"~~;)=x~'~'(~X~~'Xj)b=~u'x~'-~'Xjb ERR 
iEl 
as Y"Clja 
(b) Ifo(z)rm,thenz=yz’withz’~R.SetI={i)u(~~)~m}andJ={j~u(w~)~m}. 
For in Z (resp. jE J) let Z:E R (resp. W,!E R) be such that Z, =yzi (resp. Wj=_YW;). 
Then z’(zl))‘, z’(wi))’ E 8. In the same way as in case (a) one can prove that 
x’ n zi n w,:’ =x”c with I’E 2?, 
ie1 .ieJ 
c being a unit in R. Hence, 
Since R is saturated with respect to x’, using the expressions (*) one can see that 
Z'WER, so zw=yz'w~A. 0 
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Proposition 1.4. Assume n I m. Then 8Y = k+xa(m). 
Proof. The subring k=x@(m) of 8 is easily seen to be saturated with respect to y. 
Since it contains 67, one has gJC k+ x@(m). On the other hand, x’x=x~‘x~~ E ~8~ 
and ~‘x=x~“‘x~~‘E @,,, so x’, y’s &(n). In particular, a belongs necessarily to 
the unique coefficient field for r@,(n) containing k, hence k(a)c r&,(n) and 
k(a)[[x’, y’- a]] C gy(n). Taking into account that ~?~(n) is saturated with respect o 
x’ and Proposition 1.3, one has d(m)c r&,(n), i.e., k+xc?(m)c 6$ as required. 0 
Keep the notations as above and assume n~m and k infinite. One has the 
Hamburger-Noether expansion for B in the basis {x, Y} (see [l I), 
y=a,,x+a02x2+... 
x=a12zf+... 
(0 
I 
+ aOhxh + xhzl 
hi hl + alh,Zl + Z] Z2 
Z, =a2,z,2+ +.f h> hz + a2hzZ2 + Z2 Z3 
. . . 
~,_~=a~22,2+a~3zj+... 
where a;jEk’, zjEk’[[t]] and ~=u(z,><u(z,_~)<‘..<u(x). Set Z_I=Y, ZO=X and 
let s1 < ..+ <sg = r be the elements in { 1, . . . , r} such that z;- 1 = zh’zi+ 1 if and only if 
i@ {St ,..., sg}. ForjE{l,..., g} let kj be such that zS,_t =a+,~:+ .*a and a&#O. 
We will use the following notations: 
Yo = xhzt 9 Yj=Z~J-kJZ,,I for 1 Ijlg, 
PO = u(x), pj=U(YO...Yj_I) for lSj<g, 
ej=g.c.d.(&, . . . . pj) for OSjlg. 
Onehaseo=u(x),ej=u(zS,)for lIjlg,Po<P1<...<Pgandeo>e,>...>e,=l. 
Then the semigroup S = {bj + lej 1 Osjlg, IE Z,} is saturated (in fact it is the 
smallest saturated subsemigroup of Z, containing PO, . . . , p,). If we set so = 0, then 
u(Yo . . . yj_ ,zi,) =pj + lej, hence the elements in S - (0) ordered in an increasing 
way are 
Let us denote by yi, y2, . . . the elements of S - { 0} ordered as above and by wt, w2, .. . 
the monomials in Yj, zS, described above in such a way that u(Wi)=y;. Finally 
denote by b,, b2, . . . the ordered set of coefficients corresponding to the free points, 
i.e., the set Of the elements CJor ,..., aoh,a,,k,,...,a,,h,,aszk *,..., aSgkp ,... (see [I, 3.3.51). 
It is clear that k’= k(b,, . . . , bi) for i large enough. 
Lemma 1.5. Keeping the above assumptions, let a E k’ and z E 8 such that y = ax + xz 
with u(z) > 0. Then g(n) = (k(a)[ [x, z]])“, . 
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Proof. Since k is infinite, there exists I E k such that a + A # 0. Set w =y + Ax= 
(a+,I)x+xz. Then @=k[[x,w]] and r~(x)=u(w)=n. Taking r=O and a=-1, the 
result follows from Proposition 1.3. 0 
Lemma 1.6. Let y=a,,x+... +aOhxh+xhz, be the first row of the Hamburger- 
Noether expansion of 67 in the basis {x, y}. For 1 I is h, set 
Cii= k(ao,, . . . ,aoi>[[x, yx-‘-ao,x-(i-l)- ... - aoil]. 
Then for l<i<h one has ~=k+k(aOl)x+~~~+k(aol,...,aOi~,)x’~l+xi(@j)~. 
Proof. Follows by induction, taking into account that @ = k+xG(n) and applying 
Lemma 1.5. Note that for i< h one has n = min(S(ai) - { 0}) and so (~ii>“, =8;. 0 
Lemma 1.7. If n does not divide m, then 6(m)=(k[[x,z,]]j(n). 
Proof. Since n{m one has sol = ... = aoh =0, so y =xhzl, and with notations as in 
Lemma 1.6, k[[x,z,]] =@h. By Proposition 1.4, (@h);=k+z,6h(n), so 
6=k+ . ..+kxhP1 +Xh(&))x=k+~~~+kxh~l+kxh+xhz,~h(?Z) 
and hence 6(m) = &h(n). 0 
Proposition 1.8. Keeping the notations and assumptions as above, let I>0 
such that y,>ps and k(b,,..., b,) = k’. Then g= k-t k(b,)w, + k(b,, b2)w2 + ~3. + - 
k(b ,, . . . . b,_,)w,_, + w,b. 
Proof. We will prove it by induction on g. If g=O, the expansion (0) only has a 
row and the result follows immediately from Lemma 1.6 taking into account that 
@,= 8, as one has that k’= k(aol , . . . , ao,) is a coefficient field for U, and XE c?, . 
Assumeg>l andsetA=k(bi,..., bh)[[zS, _ ,, z,,]]. The Hamburger-Noether expan- 
sion of A in the basis {z,,~ i,z,,}, (D’), is obtained from the expansion (D) by 
taking away the si first rows (i.e., its first row is z,, _, = aslk,ztI + a*.), so one can 
apply the induction hypothesis to A and (D’) and get 
A(k,e,)=y,‘(k(b,,...,bh+,)Wh+,+...+k(b,,...,b,_,)wl~,+w,~). (1) 
On the other hand, from Lemma 1.6 and Proposition 1.4 one has 
6?=k+k(b,)x+...+k(b,,...,bh)xh+yo~h(n). (2) 
Finally, observe that applying Lemma 1.7 to the ring @h = k(b,, . . . , bh)[[zl,x]], one 
has ah(n) = (k(b ,, . . . , bh)[[z,,z2]])-(u(z,)). By repeating this procedure, one gets 
C?h(n)=(k(b,,..., bh)[[z,,+,z,,]])_(u(z,,-,))=&k,e,). (3) 
The required result follows from expressions (l), (2) and (3). 0 
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Corollary. With the above notations, one has 
(1) S=S(G) 
(2) k(yi)=k(b,, . . . . b,), ViEZ,. 0 
Let H= Hom,(k’, E), r = #H. For o E Hwe will consider the Hamburger-Noether 
expansion (D,) obtained from (0) by replacing the coefficients of (D) by its o- 
images. (D,) provides two parametrization morphisms, p. : k[[X, Y]] --f &[[z,]] and 
~7, : E[[X, Y]] + E[[z,]], whose kernels are prime principal ideals. Let f~ k[[X, Y]] 
and g E E[[X, Y]] be the respective Weierstrass polynomials in Y such that Kerp, = 
(f) and Kerpi = (g), (1 = Id). It is clear that Ker p0 = (f) and Ker p, = (g”) for every 
oeH. Since k’=k(b,,..., b,) one has G= T if (D,) is equal to (D,), i.e., if gO=gr, 
and so UoEH g” divides f, because each g” is an irreducible power series in 
E[[X, Y]]. On the other hand, noEH g” E k[[X, Y]], because it is invariant by H, so 
II ..,gOEKerp, =(f). Since both floe,, gV and f are Weierstrass polynomials in 
Y generating the same ideal,_ one has f = floEHg". Hence the branches of the 
algebroid curve C = Spec(@ Ok E) = Spec(F[ [X, Y]]/(f)) are exactly the curves 
C,= Spec(R[[X, Y]]/(g”)) for (T E H, (D,) being the corresponding Hamburger- 
Noether expansions. 
Let us construct the weighted tree TL of infinitely near free points of the curve 
C. Consider the blowing up of C with center at its closed point and mark the points 
of the exceptional divisor which are in the strict transform of C; repeat the pro- 
cedure with the strict transform of C and each one of the marked points, and so 
on. Let T be the tree whose vertices are the closed point of C and all the marked 
points, with the ordering giving by 05 0’ if and only if 0’ lies over 0. The tree T 
has exactly r branches, {TO 1 CT E H}, T, corresponding to the resolution of the 
branch C,. If 0 is a point of T belonging to exactly r. branches, say {TO 1 (T E Ho}, 
take as weight e(O) at 0 the r,-uple whose coordinates are the multiplicities at 0 
of the strict transforms of the branches {C, 10 E Ho) at 0 (suppose previously 
labeled the elements in H). It is clear that the weighted tree T is an equivalent data 
to the equisingularity class of the curve C. A point of Tis said to be free if it belongs 
to a unique component of the total exceptional divisor, and is said to be satellite 
otherwise. Let T, be the weighted subtree of T formed by all the free points in T. 
Note that if a point of T belongs to TO, then it is free as point of T if and only 
if it is free as point of T,, and this fact can be recognized in terms of the Ham- 
burger-Noether expansion (D,) of C,, (see [l]): if we set nJ = u(zj) for Osjlr, then 
the free points are (a) the h infinitely near points of multiplicity n and the first one 
of multiplicity ni, and (b) for 1 <j<g, then h, - kj last points of multiplicity ns, 
and the first one of multiplicity ns, + , (suppose h, = m). Moreover, there is a one 
to one correspondence between the free points of T, and the coefficients o(bi) of 
(D,), the weighted tree T,,, of free points of T, can be obtained from (D,) and its 
abstract structure is independent of cr. From [l, Remarks 3.3.8 and 3.3.91, it follows 
that if Tg,L is known then also the weighted tree T, is known. 
Since the branches of TL are exactly { TO,L 10 E H}, TL can be obtained from the 
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family of expansions {(D,) 1 aeH}, because it is clear that T,,, and T,, are iden- 
tified in TL just till the point corresponding to the coefficient bj such that o(bj) = 
S(bj) for every j< i and a(b;+ r) # s(b;+ r). As a consequence, the bifurcation points 
of T are always points of T, and since one can construct TO from TO L, one can 
construct T from TL. In particular, TL determines the equisingularity class of C, 
and it is obtained from (0) and H in the way described above. 
Theorem 1.9. Let 4 be the ring of an algebroid irreducible plane curve over an in- 
finite field k. Suppose that K(O) C K(d) is a separable extension. Then the data 
V(& {k(~)l,,s(~~l associated to d determine the equisingularity class of the 
curve C = Spec(O Ok F). 
Proof. First of all, from @ one obtains the data S= S(g) and {k( y)}YEs, and 
hence the weighted tree I/* associated to them. On the other hand, one has the 
weighted tree TL of free points of C, which determines the equisingularity class of 
C. Let us proof that I/* and T, are equivalent data. Choose a system of generators 
(x, y} of the maximal ideal m(6’) such that u(x) I u(y). Let (D) be the Hamburger- 
Noether expansion of @ in the basis {x, y} and keep the notations as above. We will 
replace the weights in any branch TO,L of TL by equivalent weights. Remember that 
if PE TO+ e(P) is the corresponding multiplicity, determined from (D,). Let 
w(P) = c p,cp P,E r,, e(P’). By using the following equalities (see [l, Proposition 
3.3.71): /3,=;; /31=hn+n,; Pj+I=P~+(h~,-kj)n~,+n~,+I (lsjsg-1) and the 
corollary to Proposition 1.8, one deduces that TO,L with the weights w(P) is a (one 
branch) tree whose weights are exactly the elements in S ordered in an increasing 
sequence, hence it is clear that any branch of V* is equal to any branch of T, with 
weights w(P), and that the elements in H and the branches of V* are in a natural 
one to one correspondence. Moreover, we have seen that a point PE TL is common 
to the branches TO,,L and T,, if and only if a(b,) = r(bj) for any j< i (i being the 
index such that P is the ith point of both branches), i.e., if and only if T IkCb,,,,,,,)= 
0 I~b~,...,b,) and so, from the corollary to the Proposition 1.8, if and only if 
T IkCy,) = 0 IkCy,). On the other hand, it is clear that a point P of I/* belongs to the 
branches corresponding to CJ and r if and only if the above last condition holds. So, 
I/* and T, are isomorphic trees with equivalent weights. 0 
Remark. It is clear that the Galois group G* = Gal(k/k) also acts on the tree T,. 
We have just seen that if we change the weights c(P) by the weights w(P), V* and 
TL are isomorphic as weighted trees, and it is also clear that the action of G* over 
them is the same. 
2. Monomial structure and generic plane projection 
Let k’ be an arbitrary field and let S be a saturated subsemigroup of Z+. Let 
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&JYGS be a family of additive subgroups of k’ such that C, # (0) for every y. Let 
us denote C: = C, - { 0} . 
Definition 2.1. The family (C)YES will be said to be a saturated family associated 
to S if the following properties hold for it: 
(i) If Y,Y’ES, then C,.C,,:={abla~C,, ~EC,,}CC,,+,,. 
(ii) If Y,Y~,...,Y~ES, li,..., I,EZ, aECy and aiEC; for l<i<r are such that 
one has YLY; (l~i%r) and Q=Ci=iliY;LO, then aaf...a:EC,+e. 
(iii) There exists y ES such that C, = k’. 
(iv) k’ is finite as Co-module. 
Observe that if {C,},,s is as in the above definition and yl, y2, y ES, a, E C,, , 
a2E Cy2, aECy* are such that yizy and y2zy, then Y,+~~-YES and ala2a-‘E 
C Y,+Yyz_Y. In particular, for any aeC’,* one has 1 =a. a. (a’))’ eCO and a-‘= 
1 . 1 - a-l E CO, so CO is a subfield of k’, since it satisfies property (i), and by (iv) 
one has [k’: CO] < m. On the other hand, if y, ~‘ES are such that y< y’ and one 
chooses a E Cy*, then C,,(a) := {b E k’ 1 ab E Cy,} is a Ce-submodule of k’ which does 
not depend on the choice of a, and which will be simply denoted by C,,(y). The 
module C,(y) is a field, since if a E Cy* and b E C,(y), then b-la = a - aa (ba))’ E C,. 
Moreover, C,=a.C,(y) for any aECy*. Finally, it is evident that if y’r y, then 
C,,(v’)>C,(y) and if C,=k’, then C,,=k’. 
Lemma 2.2. Let S and {C,},.s be as in Definition 2.1, and let t be an indeter- 
minate over k’. Then the set As({Cy}):=~yEsCYtY={~y~ScYtY~~Y~CY} is a 
noetherian equicharacteristic complete local domain of Krull dimension 1, its in- 
tegral closure being k’ [[t I]. Moreover, its semigroup of values is S and CO is a coef- 
ficient field for it. 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove the following two statements: 
(i) There exists XE k’[[t]] with ord,(x)>O and C,[[x]]cAs({C,}). 
(ii) The quotient field Q(As({C,})) of As({C,}) is k’((t)). 
(i) is evident. To see (ii) we will prove that k’[[t]]cQ(As({C,})). Choose YES 
such that if y’>y, then ~‘ES and C,,=k’. Take aek’ and write a=(atY)(tY)-‘E 
Q(A,({C,})). Since t=tY”(ty)~‘EQ(As({Cy})), one has k’[[t]]CQ(As({C,})) as 
required. 3 
Definition 2.3. The ring As({C,}) will be called the monomial ring with semigroup 
S and coefficients {C, } y Es. If there is no confusion we will simply denote it by As. 
Proposition 2.4. If {C,},,s is a saturated family associated to a saturated subsemi- 
group S of Z+, then the monomial ring As = A,({ C, }) is a saturated ring. More- 
over, if C,C k’ is a separable extension and one constructs the coefficient fields 
k(y) for A,(y) as in Section 1, then k(y) = CY( y) for every y ES. 
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Proof. First of all, for any YES the set S(y) := ( Y’E Z+ / y’+ YES} is also a 
saturated subsemigroup of Z+ and the family {Cy~+Y(y)}Y~Eso,~ is a saturated 
family associated to S(y). In particular, the ring AScB) =AS(yj({ Cy,+y( y)}) = 
{C y,tS(y)a,,tY’Ia,,~C,,+,(y)) is local. Hence, if zrAs, z#O, is such that u(z)=y, 
then there exist a E C,* and a unit u in AScBj such that z=afYu. By the definition of 
A,(,,, one has that both u and up’ are power series in t whose exponents belong to 
S(y) and such that the coefficient of tY’PY (Y’E S, y’z y) belongs to C,,(y). Let 
z, z 1 ,..., z,ER(A,) and Ii ,..., I,EZ such thatzz,~‘,z:‘...z~EAs, that is, such that if 
y = u(z) and yi= u(z;), then y2 yi and CT= I l;y,rO. As above, there exist u E Cy*, 
~;EC: (llilr), a unit u in AScyj, and a unit ui in AScy,) (1 <i<r) such that 
z=atYu, zi=aityui. So zz~...~,!‘=a*t~*uu:~...u~, where y*=~+Cj=,l~y,~S and 
a”=(& 1 . ..a.ECr*. Expanding U, u,, . . . , u, as power series in t, the above expres- 
sion shows that anyone of the terms in the expansion of zzf . . . z,” is a finite sum 
of elements of the form x=a*tY*btPPYnyZI bjt’-*J where J]JE{ yr,..., y,} for 
l<j<N, aPjES, @ZY, pj16j, bECb(y) and bjEC~,(~j). SO it is sufficient to 
prove that such a term x belongs to As. Set y**=y*+p-y and a**=a*b. One has 
Y**ES, a**E_Cy** and x=a**tY **fl,“=, bit . p~-sf By repeating this procedure one 
obtains x=SitY with TES and QEC,,, so XEA,. On the other hand, it is clear that 
k(y) = C,(Y), since MY) =As(,, and so Cy( y) is a coefficient field for As(y) con- 
taining C,. 
Proposition 2.5. Let 4 be a noetherian equicharacteristic complete locul domain of 
Krull dimension 1 and such that K(@)cK($) is a separable extension. Let k be a 
coefficient field for 4, p = char k and k’ the unique coefficient field for 8 such that 
kc k’. Set S = S(U) and n = min(S - (0)) and assume n f: 0 (mod p). One has the 
following properties: 
(a) There exist aE k’- (0) and t E 6 with v(t) = 1 such thut at” E 8. 
(b) If t is as in (a), C, := {b E k’ 1 Zlz E @ such that z = bt y + higher order terms), 
and B is saturated then S is saturated, (C, jYEs is a saturated family associated to 
S and U=A,({C,}). 
Proof. (a) Obvious, since if XE 6 is such that u(x) = n, then x=0x with UE k’ 
and res(x’) = 1, so x’= t” for some t by the Hensel lemma and the hypothesis 
g.c.d.(n, p) = 1. It is also clear that S is a saturated semigroup. Let y ES and b E CT 
and take z E d with z = btY + higher order terms. Then one has Z(atn)Yzpn E d, so 
aYb-ntny(zb-l))n E a(y). In particular aYbPn E k(y), hence (t ybz-l)” E O(y). As 
n f 0 (mod p), the Hensel lemma applied to the polynomial X” - (tYbz-I)’ gives US 
tYbzP1 E O(y), so btY E 6. Thus, we have proved that C, = {b E k’ ( btY E 8). This 
shows that {C,} is a saturated family and that As({ C,})C 8, the converse being 
evident. 0 
In the sequel, 67 will be a ring with the conditions in the above proposition 
such that Emb(b)=N+l and {x,yr,..., yN} will be a basis of m(U) such that 
n=u(x)<u(y;) for every i. Take t ~8 such that u(t)= 1 and QE k’- (0) such 
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that x = at”, and for each i, write yi = Cj,O b,tj. Define PO, pi, . . . , Dg by /?e = y1 
and /?,=min{lEZ+-{O}]EIiE{l,..., N} with b,,,#O and g.c.d.(& ,...) /3-i,/)< 
g.c.d.(P,, . . . , pi_ t)}, g being characterized by the property g.c.d.(&,, . . . , p,) = 1. 
Let S be the minimum saturated semigroup containing PO, . . . , /lg, i.e., S = 
{/lj+lejIO~i~g,I~B+} whereei=g.c.d.(&,,...,P,). So,onecanwrite_~i=C~~~a;~t~ 
and for each y ES define the set HY C k’- {0} and the element 6, E HY as follows: 
(a) H,=(l); ho= 1. 
(b)H,={a}U{a~~~l~i~N,aj~#O}; b,=a. 
(c)If YES, ~>n, issuchthat ai,#Oforsomei, thenHY=(ai,~l~i~N,ajY#O} 
and b, is any (fixed) element in HY. 
(d) If y ES, y> n, is such that aiy = 0 for every i, then y can be written (not in a 
unique way) as y=pi+llpl+... + I,/3; for some i and integers I1 such that I,p, + ... + 
I,pi>O. Fix anyone of these expressions for y and define b,= bp<Ji=, 6:; and HY= 
lb,). 
Finally, for YES let B, be the set of the elements of the type c,,fli=, ci,c;’ 
wherey’,y,ES,y’~yi,C~=lliyj~0,y=y’+C~=,ljyj,~y,EHy,,cyEHyandc,~H,,. 
Define F(0) = k and if y E S- (0) and y’ is the greatest integer in S such that y’< y, 
then define F(y) as the smallest subfield of k’ containing F( v’) and B,. 
Lemma 2.6. With the above notations, one has 8= EYES b,F( y)tY. In particular, 
the data S(g)), {k(y)} and {C,} associated with 6 are S(d) = S, k(y) = F( y) and 
C,=b,F(y). 
Proof. It is immediate from the construction that {b,F(y)},,s is a saturated fami- 
ly, so by Proposition 2.4 the ring A = C yESbyF(y)tY is saturated. Since if airEHy, 
then aiybil E B,cF( y), it follows that @CA and hence 8~~4. On the other hand, 
from Proposition 2.5 one deduces b,F( v) C CY, as HYC C, and therefore B,c CY( y). 
Then Aca=C YGs C,tY. The associated data for 8 are obviously the indicated 
ones. 0 
Now let A = (A ,, . . . , A,,,) E kN, and consider yA = CL, ,l,y, and flA = k[[x, yA]]. Let 
S(a)), {k(y)} and {C,} be the data associated with d and let S(gA), {k’(y)} and 
{ Ci } be the ones associated with GA. 
Lemma 2.1. Let k be an infinite field and a*, b,, . . . , b,E 2 nonzero separable 
elements over k. For n E& - (0) denote by M,, the set of (manic) monomials of 
degree n in r indeterminates X1, . . . , X,., and for M(X,, . . . , X,) EM, set M(b) = 
M(b ,,...,b,). Then 
(1) k({a*M(b)~MEM,))=k(a*b~,b2b;1,...,b,b~’}. 
(2) There exists a non-empty Zariski open set in k’ such that for A in it one has 
b;b]” E k(a*(Cr,, Aibi)“). 
Proof. (1) Since b;b~‘=(a*bib;~‘)(a*b~)-’ and XiX~~‘,X~EM,, one has 
k(a*b;, b,b;’ ,...,b,b;‘)ck((a*M(b)IM~M,}), the converse being evident. 
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(2) Let kr=k({a*M(b)IM~M,}) and H=Homk(kl,F). For A=(ht,...,A,)~k’ 
we have z1 := ~*(c:=, A,b,fl) = C ME,,,,,, IMa*M(b)A4(A)~k,, where I,,,,E~- {0}, so 
that if aeH-{Id}, then f,(~)=a(z~.)-zn=C MsM, iM(da*“(b)) - a*M@)>M(A> 
is the equation of a hypersurface V, in k’. Set U= k’- UoEH V,. U is a non-empty 
opensubsetofk’andifJ+=(A1,..., A,) E U, then a(~~) #z~ for every 0 E H, a# Id, 
so zi is a primitive element of the extension kc k,. Thus kl = k(z2) and then from 
(1) one deduces bjbJT1 Ek(zA). 0 
Proposition 2.8. With the above notations and assumptions if, moreover, k is in- 
finite, then IY? = 8i for A belonging to a non-empty Zuriski open set in kN. 
Proof. Let BE S(8) be such that if y?S, then y E S and k(6) = k’. Now, for 
y E S(8) such that alY # 0 for some i, let WY be the hypersurface of kN defined by 
Cf’?,a,A,=O. If MJ,=kN-Uy56,yES WY and if y E S, y 5 6, is such that aiY # 0 
for some i, then one has C;“=, aj,Ai#O. Hence Lemma 2.6 proves that S(g) = S(gi) 
for 2 E U,. We claim that for A belonging to a non-empty Zariski open set U, in 
kN, we have a;y(aj,)~’ E k’(y) for YE S(Q) and j such that aj,#O. From the claim, 
if we set a; = EYE 1 Aiaiy, A E U, fl U,, then for y E S(B) one has aj,(ay”)-’ E k’(y) for 
every i. Since Q; E Ct and Q! #O if there is j such that aj, #O, one has ary E 
a;k’(y)=C;, so yl,..., yN~ al (Proposition 2.5) and 6'~ t&; hence a,= aA. To 
prove the claim, observe that it is evident if y = 0 or y = n. Assume y > n and aj, # 0 
for some j. Put HY= (b,, . . . . 6,) and a*=~-~. By Lemma 2.7 there exists U;Ck’ 
such that if A’=@;, . . . , 2:) E r/i, then b,bjm’ E k(a*(C:,, Alb;)“). Complete ,l’E k’ 
to A=@,,..., A,) E kN with any N-r elements of k in the suitable places, in such 
a way that Cj=l&!bj=a;. Since a*(a~)“eB~ck’(y) (y=y+ny-yn is one of the 
expressions used to construct B;, see the paragraph previous to Lemma 2.6), we 
have bib]:’ E k”(y) for ,l E U,, a non-empty Zariski open set in kN. This completes 
the proof. 0 
Theorem 2.9. Let d be the ring of an algebroid irreducible curve over an infinite 
field k of characteristic p. Assume that K(O) c K(8) is a separable extension 
and that the multiplicity of d is prime to p. Then the data {S(g)), { k( y)}YEs~~,} 
associated to f? determine the equisingularity class of the generic plane projection 
of the curve Spec(4 0, k). 
Proof. Follows from Theorem 1.9 and Proposition 2.8. 0 
3. Some examples on Zariski saturation 
Let D be a noetherian equicharacteristic complete local domain of Krull dimen- 
sion 1 and embedding dimension 2. Denote by gz its absolute saturated ring in the 
sense of Zariski (see [6, pp. 961-9741). The ring 5’ is saturated in the sense of 
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Definition 1.1 (see [2] and [3]), in particular 6C@z. Choose then a suitable t E d 
with u(t)= 1 (as in Proposition 2.5(a)) and denote by S, (k(y)},,,, {CY}YEs the 
a_sszociated ata to Q and by Sz, {kZ(~)}yEsz, {C,“},,,z the associated ones to 
d . From Lemma 2.6 and from the structure theorem of Zariski for saturated 
local domains [7, p. 5941 it follows that S= Sz, and @= 8’ if and only if k(y) = 
kz( y) for every y ES. We will see some examples showing that the Zariski satura- 
tion of the ring Q does not determine the equisingularity class of Spec(d&, IT), k 
being a coefficient field for d which will be assumed to be of characteristic zero. 
Example 3.1. Set 8, = Q[[x,, y,]] C Q(l/z, i)[[t]] = 8, where 
x, = (2t2, 
y, =it3 + (1 + i)t5. 
By Lemma 2.6 one has: 
S={O}U{nE+zr2). 
k(0) = k(2) = Q; k(3) = k(4) = Q(1/2); k(n) = Q(l/z, i) for n 2 5. 
So the weighted tree Vt associated to 8t is the following one: 
From the structure theorem of Zariski for saturated local domains one gets: 
S={O}U(nE+r2}. 
k’(O) = k’(2) = Q; kz(n) = Q(l/z, i) for n L 3. 
So the weighted tree V2 associated to 81z is 
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Also from the same theorem one gets: 
l C,“=Q; Ct=$%Q; C,Z=Q(fi,i) for n13. 
Example 3.2. Set f& = Q[[xz, ~~11 C Q(fi, i)[[tll = 8~ where 
. 
. 
. 
x2 = f2t2, 
y2=(2+i)t3. 
In the same way as above one gets: 
S=SZ={0}U{nE4?2~2}. 
k(O) = k’(O) = k(2) = k’(2) = Q; k(n) = kz(n) = Q(l/z, i) for n 2 3. 
C,“=Q; C~=1/zQ; C,Z=Q(fi,i) for n13. 
So in this case both g2 and g2’ have the same associated tree IL,: 
I I ! I I I I I 
3 3 3 
; 
3 
(2,2,2,2) 
(O,O,O,O) 
As a consequence of Theorem 1.9 one has that 4, &Q =Q[[x~, yl]] and 
6’z @o Q = Q[ [x2, ~~~11 correspond to different equisingularity classes, since Vi and 
V2 are not equal. However, one has r%:,“= at, since both rings have the same semi- 
group and the same associated family {C,“}, and each one of them is determined 
by its corresponding data (Proposition 2.5). 
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